
Name:_______________________________________       Date: ___________________ 

Vocabulary Building Worksheet – Level IV – Week 9A 

finally plenty duty hourly monthly yearly annually
 

DEFINITIONS:  Numbers 1 through 7 show definitions of the list words.  Select the correct word that matches the 
definition from the two words at the end of each definition.  Write it in the blank space provided. While students can 
be asked to complete this entire assignment on their own (with help from a dictionary), it can also be beneficial for 
teachers to first discuss the meanings of the seven words above.  All words (except one) are repeated 3 times in 
the activities below to give the repetition needed for accelerated memorization. 

1. Occurring every hour:__________________ (monthly, hourly) 

2. Means the same as “yearly” – happening each year:_________________ (annually, duty) 

3. After a long period of time or an especially long delay:__________________ (plenty, finally) 

4. Means the same as “annually”:____________________ (yearly, monthly) 

5. Having more than enough – an abundance:____________________ (duty, plenty) 

6. Happening once a month:___________________ (yearly, monthly) 

7. Something you should do because of law, religion or social custom:_____________ (duty, hourly) 

DEFINITION CLUES:  Carefully read the phrase or riddle below.   Choose the word you think goes best with the 
phrase or riddle and write it in the blank space provided.  Be careful!  These can be tricky! 

8. We were almost ready to leave just as the movie started 30 minutes behind schedule:___________ 

9. Unlike the United States, some countries require all young men to join the military service:______ 

10. Our clock makes an annoying sound every 60 minutes:___________________ 

11. Our air conditioning maintenance man says to change the filter about every 30 days:___________ 

12. Every 52 weeks:____________________ 

13. To maintain the warranty of our car, it must get inspected every 12 months:______________  

14. I offered some of my lunch to the new student because I had much more than enough:__________ 

FILL-IN-THE-BLANK:  Each sentence below is missing one word.  Read the sentence carefully and choose the 
vocabulary word that best goes in the blank space provided.   

15. A full moon occurs every 28 days which is just a few days short of ________________. 

16. When I was young, my problems were not frequent, unfortunately, today I have ______________.  

17. If you see any student being hurt it really is your ________________ to tell someone immediately. 

18. If an alarm is ringing every 3,600 seconds then it is ringing ____________________. 

19. After a 1 hour delay because of rain, the fireworks __________________ started. 

20. We all celebrate our birthday _____________________ (four syllables)  
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Name:_______________________________________       Date: ___________________ 

Vocabulary Building Worksheet – Level IV – Week 9B 

whistle listening foreign doubtful neighborhood lamb debt 
 

DEFINITIONS:  Numbers 1 through 7 show definitions of the list words.  Select the correct word that matches the 
definition from the two words at the end of each definition.  Write it in the blank space provided. While students can 
be asked to complete this entire assignment on their own (with help from a dictionary), it can also be beneficial for 
teachers to first discuss the meanings of the seven words above.  All words (except one) are repeated 3 times in 
the activities below to give the repetition needed for accelerated memorization. 

1. Having a feeling that something may not be true – uncertain:_______________ (lamb, doubtful) 

2. Located away from one’s home country:________________ (foreign, neighborhood) 

3. Something you owe to others, such as money, goods or services:_____________ (debt, doubtful) 

4. To make an effort to hear something:_________________ (doubtful, listening) 

5. A young sheep:_______________ (lamb, whistle) 

6. The area around where people live:___________________ (neighborhood, foreign) 

7. A clear musical sound made by forcing air through the teeth or lips:______________ (whistle, debt) 

DEFINITION CLUES:  Carefully read the phrase or riddle below.   Choose the word you think goes best with the 
phrase or riddle and write it in the blank space provided.  Be careful!  These can be tricky! 

8. It is nearly impossible to do this if you are smiling:__________________ 

9. You should feel this way if someone says something that sounds too good to be true:___________ 

10. People who borrow money to buy a car or use credit cards have this responsibility:_____________ 

11. If you were born in America, countries such as Canada, England, Spain would be this:________ 

12. Let’s have a New Year’s Eve party for all families that live on our street:___________________ 

13. If you wanted to hear what someone was saying you would be doing this:_______________ 

14. A vegetarian would not eat this young animal:_____________________ 

FILL-IN-THE-BLANK:  Each sentence below is missing one word.  Read the sentence carefully and choose the 
vocabulary word that best goes in the blank space provided.   

15. The United States has a continuously increasing population of ______________ residents. 

16. I would have understood the important directions if I was __________________ more carefully. 

17. Our _________________ has many children which makes it a great place for families to live. 

18. Some people like to ________________ when they are happy. 

19. Some people are wise and save up their money before they buy rather than going in ____________. 

20. Since I am still quite sick, it is _________________ I will be better in time to go to the party. 
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Name:_______________________________________       Date: ___________________ 

Vocabulary Building Worksheet – Level IV – Week 9C 

pole solar folder bold scold mold scroll 
 

DEFINITIONS:  Numbers 1 through 7 show definitions of the list words.  Select the correct word that matches the 
definition from the two words at the end of each definition.  Write it in the blank space provided. While students can 
be asked to complete this entire assignment on their own (with help from a dictionary), it can also be beneficial for 
teachers to first discuss the meanings of the seven words above.  All words (except one) are repeated 3 times in 
the activities below to give the repetition needed for accelerated memorization. 

1. Related to the sun – having to do with the sun:________________ (solar, folder). 

2. Willing to face danger – fearless – brave – courageous:____________ (bold, scold) 

3. A long, slender, generally rounded piece of wood or other material:______________ (pole, solar) 

4. A type of fungi that grows in areas of high moisture:______________ (bold, mold) 

5. To cause text or graphics on a computer screen to move up or down:_____________ (solar, scroll) 

6. A flexible cover folded in the center used as a holder for papers:_____________ (scroll, folder) 

7. To angrily criticize someone about something they did wrong:____________ (scroll, scold) 

DEFINITION CLUES:  Carefully read the phrase or riddle below.   Choose the word you think goes best with the 
phrase or riddle and write it in the blank space provided.  Be careful!  These can be tricky! 

8. To help keep school papers neat and organized you could use one of these:_________________ 

9. It takes a “cool” person to come in to protect a younger student from a bully:_______________ 

10. In a book we turn pages to read more, on a computer, you do this to read more:____________ 

11. A basketball rim is usually attached to this so that it can be 10 feet of the ground:______________ 

12. These microscopic fungi are important for decomposing leaves, wood and plant debris:__________ 

13. When the boy snuck away from the group on the museum trip the teacher yelled loudly:__________ 

14. Rather than burning oil or gas, electricity can be made using this technology:______________ 

FILL-IN-THE-BLANK:  Each sentence below is missing one word.  Read the sentence carefully and choose the 
vocabulary word that best goes in the blank space provided.   

15. I put all my math papers in my math ______________ at school. 

16. Global warming would be less of problem if society would use more _____________ energy. 

17. The little kitty cat was quite ______________ when it ran up and scratched the dog on the nose. 

18. Do you know several ways you can ______________ through information on a computer screen? 

19. While important for decomposing dead plants outdoors, you don’t want _____________ indoors. 

20. There is an event in the Olympics called ___________ vaulting in which the horizontal energy from 
the runner is converted into vertical energy that can lift the person 15-20 feet high. 
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Vocabulary Building Worksheet – Level IV – Week 9D 

coast roam boast coal goal load cocoa 
 

DEFINITIONS:  Numbers 1 through 7 show definitions of the list words.  Select the correct word that matches the 
definition from the two words at the end of each definition.  Write it in the blank space provided. While students can 
be asked to complete this entire assignment on their own (with help from a dictionary), it can also be beneficial for 
teachers to first discuss the meanings of the seven words above.  All words (except one) are repeated 3 times in 
the activities below to give the repetition needed for accelerated memorization. 

1. To speak with excessive pride – to brag:_______________ (boast, load) 

2. Land next to the sea - the seashore:____________________ (cocoa, coast) 

3. What you want to achieve after you finish what you are doing:_____________ (goal, coal) 

4. A powder made from cacao seeds, used in making chocolate:______________ (coast, cocoa) 

5. To move about without purpose or plan – to wander:______________________ (goal, roam) 

6. Something that is carried, as by a vehicle, person, or animal:_______________ (load, goal) 

7. A dark substance used for fuel and formed from fossilized plants:_______________ (coal, load) 

DEFINITION CLUES:  Carefully read the phrase or riddle below.   Choose the word you think goes best with the 
phrase or riddle and write it in the blank space provided.  Be careful!  These can be tricky! 

8. A group of people called “nomads” do this as they search for food and water:________________  

9. This fossil fuel creates the most pollution from mercury, sulfur and carbon dioxide:____________ 

10. You add sugar and other ingredients to this substance to make chocolate:_________________  

11. The truck blew 2 tires because it was carrying too much weight:________________ 

12. Hurricanes normally cause the greatest damage to homes located in this area:_____________ 

13. I certainly don’t like listening to people who constantly talk about great things they do:__________ 

14. Since I want to help society, someday I will complete college and become a teacher:____________ 

FILL-IN-THE-BLANK:  Each sentence below is missing one word.  Read the sentence carefully and choose the 
vocabulary word that best goes in the blank space provided.   

15. A person who is humble will not ________________ about things he has achieved. 

16. The sign warns that truck drivers with a ____________ of over 10 tons must not cross the bridge. 

17. Since people like to live by the beach, the most expensive homes are the ones on the ___________. 

18. I work hard now because my _______________ is to purchase a nice house in a nice community. 

19. Once they can walk, baby kittens like to ______________ around the house looking at new things. 

20. To reduce the risk of asthma and other health problems for residents, the government is reducing the 
amount of pollution allowed from ______________ burning power plants. 
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